Invitation to members and practices to exhibit their work

Landscape Institute Northern Ireland is pleased to announce its One Day Conference relating to the design, implementation and management of Northern Ireland’s places and spaces. Landscape Architecture is a unique profession at the interface between people and the natural environment, and this conference marks 50 years of the profession in (Ireland and) Northern Ireland.

Planning and local government reform in 2015 represents a significant change in the manner in which places will be perceived, valued, procured and maintained. By critical review of the design, implementation and management of our places, this conference seeks to stimulate and inform government clients and decision makers by providing a vision and ambition for the future.

The conference expects 150 delegates, primarily comprising those who commission, deliver and manage places and spaces in the built environment in Northern Ireland, as well as in Britain and Ireland, central and local government, other professionals, architects, planners, environmental practitioners, and VIP guests.

The exhibition will form a core part of the conference, occupying a prominent location visible to all delegates. Take this opportunity to showcase your work, projects and practice to clients for free. Remember: LINI events provide promotion and display opportunity for all submission content on an ongoing basis.

What will the Exhibition comprise?

We want LINI members and practices to showcase their work (past, present and future) to promote the profession. We welcome large or small projects, carried out some time ago, recently, proposed or completed, and the process work undertaken. More than just photographs of complete schemes are needed - reports, drawings, sketches, maquettes, models and ideas should be included.

All elements of landscape architectural practice should be represented:
Feasibility - context conditions, issues, assessment
Evaluation - preliminary ideas, sketch proposals
Concept and Design - engagement with users, client, publicity, proposals, impact statements
Implementation - contracts, specification, drawings, management and policy documents
Management & Change - before & during implementation, on completion, matured, replaced.

Submission Requirements

All LINI members and practices are invited to submit up to four A1 display boards in portrait or landscape format mounted on 3mm Foamex with matt laminated finish. We also ask you to submit digital images (the same or additional to those on the display boards) for exhibition on digital display on a continuous loop. All submissions should be high quality, and visually include project name and location, member/practice and client details and date.


To exhibit and for further information including alternative exhibition formats contact:
Susanna Best, LINI Project and Development Coordinator
Email: mail.northernireland@landscapeinstitute.org; Tel: 028 9146 0482 or 077 4929 2083

Thank you for your support.
LINI Conference Team, including exhibition coordination: Peter Hutchinson, Emily Smyth, Paul Tully, Bill O’Donnell, Susanna Best, Donna Fletcher, Ryan Hood and Lowell McCreddie.